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Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and w: F “ G be a homomorphism of
free R-modules where rank F s f and rank G s g. Fix an element b g Hgq1 Fgq1
and a generator v U for Hg GU. The module action of H? FU on H? F producesG
wŽ g U .Ž .xŽ .Uthe element b s H w v b in F. Let J denote the image of b :1 G gq1 1
FU “ R. Assume that grade J s f y g, which is the largest grade possible and is
attained in the generic case. The ideal J may be interpreted as the defining ideal
of the degeneracy locus of a regular section of a rank f y g reflexive sheaf. It may
also be interpreted as the order ideal of an element in a second syzygy module of
rank f y g. Also, J may be interpreted as the defining ideal for the symmetric
algebra of a module of projective dimension two. Migliore and Peterson have
studied the ideal J unm, which is the unmixed part of J. Under geometric hypothe-
ses, they have shown that RrJ unm is a Cohen]Macaulay ring and they have
resolved this ring. Furthermore, if f y g is odd, then J unm is a Gorenstein ideal
and is not equal to J. On the other hand, if f y g is even, then J unm s J. In the
present paper, we produce the resolution of RrJ by free R-modules in the case
Ž .that f y g is even and f y g y 2 ! is a unit in R. Our resolution is minimal
whenever the data are local or homogeneous. Our resolution is built from the
Ž ? U² : .differential graded algebra H F X , . . . , X , d , where the restriction of d to1 g
H? FU is the Koszul complex associated to b : FU “ R and the degree two divided1
U Ž U .power variables X , . . . , X have been adjointed in order to kill the cycles w G1 g
: H1 FU. The acyclicity lemma is used to prove exactness. If g s 1, then the ideal
Ž .J is equal to the Huneke]Ulrich almost complete intersection ideal I yX , where1
y is a 1 = f matrix and X is an f = f alternating matrix. The resolution of this
ideal is already known. Q 1998 Academic Press
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Let R be a commutative noetherian ring, and let F and G be free
R-modules of rank f and g, respectively, with g - f. Consider an R-mod-
ule homomorphism w : F “ G. Let M and K represent the cokernel and
Ž .kernel of w, respectively. Assume that the R-ideal I w , which is gener-g
ated by the maximal minors of w, has the largest possible grade, as
permitted by the determinantal bound of Eagon and Northcott; namely,
Ž .grade I w s f y g q 1. In this case the entire free resolution of M isg
given by the Eagon]Northcott complex; in particular, the next map in the
resolution of M is h: Hgq1 F “ F, where every entry of the matrix
representation of h is a g = g minor of w. There are at least three ways to
describe the ring RrJ which is resolved in the present paper. First of all,
Ž w xand this is the approach of Migliore and Peterson first in 13 , and later,
Äw x.with Nagel, in 12 , one can take a regular section s of the sheaf, K,
associated to K. In this approach, the ideal J is the defining ideal of the
degeneracy locus of s. Essentially, for each vector ¤ in the column space
of h, the ideal J, which is generated by the entries of ¤ , represents a
Äsection of K. The rank of K, as an R-module, is f y g. If the ideal J has
Äheight f y g, then J represents a regular section of K. The second
approach which yields the same object involves the language of order
ideals. If n is an element in the R-module N, then the order ideal of n in
 Ž . < Ž .4N is defined to be f n f g Hom N, R . It is clear that the ideal J isR
the order ideal of the element k in K which is represented by ¤ . The
Ž w x wEisenbud]Evans Principal Ideal Conjecture see 2, Theorem 1 or 6,
x.Theorem 2.7 ensures that the height of J is no more than f y g,
provided the element k is not a minimal generator of K for some primeP
ideal P of R. Once again, we study the order ideal J, provided its height is
the largest possible. The third approach to the ideal J comes from the
theory of symmetric and Rees algebras. The cokernel of hU is the
R-module of projective dimension two which is resolved by
wU hU
U U Ugq10 “ G “ F “ H F .
The ideal generated by the maximal minors of the last map in the above
free resolution has grade given by the Eagon]Northcott bound for deter-
minantal ideals. Furthermore, any module of projective dimension two
whose last map attains the Eagon]Northcott bound may be obtained in
this manner. At any rate the symmetric algebra of coker hU is equal to
w x gq1 UR T , . . . , T rJ, where n s rank H F and J is generated by the1 n
w x Uentries of the product of T , . . . , T with the matrix representation of h .1 n
The ideal J is generated by the entries of a general element of the row
U w xspace of h ; and consequently, it is equal to one of the ideals JR T , . . . , T ,1 n
since these ideals are generated by the entries of a general element of the
column space of h.
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The quotient RrJ is in general not Cohen]Macaulay; indeed, it has
embedded components. Migliore and Peterson observed that the correct
Žobject to study is the unmixed part of J. If the primary decomposition of J
is F P , where P is a P-primary ideal and the intersection is taken overP P
all associated prime ideals of J, then the unmixed part of J is J unm s
F P where this intersection is taken over all associated primeht Psht J P
.ideals of J which have the same height as J. In the geometric setting,
J unm defines the homogeneous coordinate ring of the highest dimensional
component of the degeneracy locus of the regular section s. In the
situation where RrJ is a symmetric algebra, then the passage from J to
J unm kills the torsion submodule of the symmetric algebra, thereby produc-
ing the Rees algebra of the projective dimension two module coker hU.
Migliore and Peterson have shown, under geometric hypotheses, that
RrJ unm is a Cohen]Macaulay ring and they have resolved this ring.
Furthermore, if f y g is odd, then J unm is a Gorenstein ideal and this is
not equal to J. On the other hand, if f y g is even, then J unm s J. In the
present paper, we produce the resolution M of RrJ by free R-modules in
Ž .the case that f y g is even and f y g y 2 ! is a unit in R. The resolution
M is minimal whenever the data are local or homogeneous. Our resolution
arises from a different point of view than the resolution of Migliore and
Peterson and it does not require the geometric hypotheses which are
inherent in this approach.
We now give a brief description of M. Let K be the Koszul complex
Ž ? U . Ž . U Ž U . Ž .H F , b . It is clear that H K s RrJ and w G : Z K . We adjoin1 0 1
g divided power variables of degree two in order to kill the homology
U Ž U . ? U² w i x:represented by w G . We could write H F X , . . . , X ; dX s g for1 g i 1
the new object, where g w1x, . . . , g w g x is a basis for GU ; however, instead we1 1
Ä U ? UŽ . .prefer to write the coordinate free version K, d s D G m H F , d ,?
with
d g Ž i. m a s g Ž iy1. m wU g n a q g Ž i. m b a .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 j 1 1 j 1 1 j
Ä w nx UFor each integer n, let K represent the subcomplex [ D G miiqjF n
j U ÄŽ . Ž .H F of K, d . Let N s f y g r2. The resolution M is obtained by
Ä w N x Ä w Ny1x UŽ . w Ž .xglueing K to the shifted dual K y f y g . The only compli-
cated part of M is the glue which joins the two pieces.
Section 1 is a quick review of multilinear algebra. Section 2 contains the
official description of M, as well as various examples. We show that M is a
complex in Section 3. In Section 4, we establish the acyclicity of M and
record various consequences. The final section is a partial list of avenues
for further study.
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1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this paper ``ring'' means commutative noetherian ring with one. The
grade of a proper ideal I in a ring R is the length of the longest regular
sequence on R in I. The ideal I of R is called perfect if the grade of I is
equal to the projective dimension of the R-module RrI. The inequality
grade I F pd RrI always holds.R
We begin with a few remarks about multilinear algebra. Let R be a
commutative noetherian ring, and F be a free R-module of finite rank.
We make much use of the exterior algebras H? F and H? FU. Each element
of FU is a graded derivation on H? F. In other words,
jq1w1x w s x w j xa a n ??? n a s y1 a aŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 1 1 1
j
$
w1x w j x w s x sy1?a n ??? n a n ??? n a g H F ,1 1 1
for all a g FU and aw j x g F. This action gives rise to the H? FU-module1 1
structure on H? F. In particular,
a n a X a s a a X a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 s 1 1 s
for a , a X g FU and a g Hs F. The H? F-module structure on H? FU is1 1 s
obtained in an analogous manner. In particular, if a g Hi F and a gi j
Hj FU , then
a a g Hjy i FU and a a g Hiy j F .Ž . Ž .i j j i
Ž . Ž .One consequence of these two module structures is that a a s a as s s s
g R for all a in Hs F and a g Hs FU. The following well knowns s
formulas show more of the interaction between the two module structures.
w xSee 4, Sect. 1; 5, Appendix; 10, Sect. 1 .
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let F be a free module of rank f o¤er a commutati¤e
noetherian ring R and let a g Hr F, a g Hp F, and a g Hq FU.r p q
Ž . w Ž .xŽ . w Ž .x Ž .1qq Ža If r s 1, then a a a s a n a a q y1 a a nr q p r q p q r
.a .p
Ž . w Ž .xŽ . Ž .Ž fyr .Ž fyp.w Ž .xŽ .b If q s f , then a a a s y1 a a a .r q p p q r
Ž . w Ž .xŽ . Ž .c If p s f , then a a a s a n a a .r q p r q p
Ž .d If w : F “ G is a homomorphism of free R-modules and g gsq r
sq r U Ž s U .wŽŽ r .Ž ..Ž .x wŽ sq r U .Ž .xH G , then H w H w a g s a H w g .r sqr r sqr
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Ž .Note. The exponent which is given in b is correct. An incorrect value
has appeared elsewhere in the literature.
Remark 1.2. Let F be a free module over a commutative ring R. Let
T F represent the R-moduler
F m ??? m F .^ ‘ _
r
Ž .We do not make any other use of the tensor algebra T F. The exterior?
algebra H? F, the symmetric algebra S F, and the divided power algebra?
D F each comes equipped with multiplication mult: A m A “ A and?
co-multiplication D: A “ A m A. Co-multiplication is the algebra map
which is induced by the diagonal map F “ F [ F. Often, we will use D to
represent only one graded piece of the co-multiplication map. In other
words, if p q q s t, then we let D: Ht F “ Hp F m Hq F represent the
composition
projectioninclusion Dt ? ? ? p q6 6 6H F H F H F m H F H F m H F .
EXAMPLE 1.3. The co-multiplication map D: S F “ S F m F m F car-4 2
ries the element aw1x ? aw2x ? aw3x ? aw4x of S F to1 1 1 1 4
¡ w1x w2x w3x w4x w1x w2x w4x w3x w1x w3x w2x w4xqa ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w3x w4x w2x w1x w4x w2x w3x w1x w4x w3x w2xqa ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1~
w2x w3x w1x w4x w2x w3x w4x w1x w2x w4x w1x w3xqa ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
w2x w4x w3x w1x w3x w4x w1x w2x w3x w4x w2x w1x¢qa ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a q a ? a m a m a .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Remark 1.4. For each integer i, there are canonical perfect pairings
Hi FU m Hi F “ R and D FU m S F “ R .i i
w x w xFor more details, see 1 or 11 .
w xDEFINITION 1.5. Let m s m , . . . , m be a vector of non-negative1 l
< < lintegers. Define the ¤alue of m to be m s Ý h ? m . We think of m ashs1 h
the partition
< <1, . . . , 1 , 2, . . . , 2 , . . . , l , . . . , l of m .^ ‘ _^ ‘ _ ^‘_
m m m1 2 l
Ž . lThe number of pieces in the partition m is r m s Ý m .hs1 h
w xDEFINITION 1.6. For each vector m s m , . . . , m of non-negative1 l
integers, define Hm F to be
Hm1e 1 F m Hm2 e 2 F m ??? m Hm l e l F ,
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where e is the vector with 1 in position h and 0 everywhere else, andh
Hm h Hh F if h is odd, andŽ .
m eh hH F s h½ S H F if h is even.Ž .m h
Let D s D : H< m < F “ Hm F represent the compositionm ?
D< m < 1m 2 m lm6 1 2 lH F H F m H F m ??? m H F
6
D mD m ??? mDm e m e m e1 1 2 2 l l
m e m e m e1 1 2 2 l lH F m H F m ??? m H F ,
where D is the co-multiplication of Remark 1.2 and D : Hhm h F “m eh h
m he h w xH F is the natural map. If m s m , . . . , m is a vector of integers with1 l
m - 0, for some h, then we take Hm F to be the zero module and D toh m
be the zero map.
4 2 e 2 Ž 2 .EXAMPLE 1.7. The map D : H F “ H F s S H F carries2 e 22
aw1x n aw2x n aw3x n aw4x1 1 1 1
to
aw1x n aw2x m aw3x n aw4x y aw1x n aw3x m aw2x n aw4x q aw1x n aw4x m aw2x n aw3x .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 2 e 3 2 Ž 3 .The map D : H F “ H F s H H F carries2 e 3
aw1x n aw2x m aw3x n aw4x n aw5x n aw6x1 1 1 1 1 1
to
¡ w1x w2x w3x w4x w5x w6xa n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w2x w4x w3x w5x w6xy a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w2x w5x w3x w4x w6xq a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w2x w6x w3x w4x w5xy a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w3x w4x w2x w5x w6xq a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1~
w1x w3x w5x w2x w4x w6xy a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w3x w6x w2x w4x w5xq a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w4x w5x w2x w3x w6xq a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w4x w6x w2x w3x w5xy a n a n a n a n a n aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
w1x w5x w6x w2x w3x w4x¢q a n a n a n a n a n a .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
Some of the interplay between the co-multiplication map D and the map
D of Definition 1.6 is captures in the following three results.m
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OBSERVATION 1.8. If m s m e , then the diagramk k
Dm mk m 6k H FH F
6
mD k
6Dmye m1 multkkŽm y1. k mye k m66k kH F m H F H F m H F H F
commutes, where the map labeled m is multiplication by the integer m andk k
? Ž k . Žthe map labeled mult is multiplication in the exterior algebra H H F if k
. Ž k . Ž .is odd or multiplication in the symmetric algebra S H F if k is e¤en .?
Proof. This result holds because the composition
D mult6 6A A m A Am m y1 1 mk k k
is multiplication by m for A s S G or A s H? G, where G is any freek ?
R-module.
OBSERVATION 1.9. If m s Ým e , then the compositionh h
Dm mult<m < m <m <6 6H F H F H F
< < Ž Ž .m h.is multiplication by m !r Ł m !? Ł h! .1F h h 1F h
Proof. The maps
D mult<m < 1?m l?m <m <6 61 lH F H F m ??? m H F H F
and
D ? multh?m m « h?m6 6h h h hH F H F H F
are multiplication by
< <m ! h ? m !Ž .h
and ,m h1 ? m ! 2 ? m ! ??? l ? m !Ž . Ž . Ž . h! m !Ž .1 2 l h
respectively.
OBSERVATION 1.10. Fix a g F, a g Hj F, and a ¤ector m s1 j
w x < <m , . . . , m of non-negati¤e integers, with m s j q 1. For each positi¤e1 l
Ž . Ž .integer h, let l h and u h be the lower part of m and the upper part of m,
respecti¤ely, with respect to h; that is,
l h s m e and u h s m e .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk h k k
kFh hFk
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For each h, let Ý aw h, i xm aw h, i x m aw h, i x be the image of a under the composi-i y q j
tion
Dj < lŽhy1. < hy1 < uŽh.ye <6 hH F H F m H F m H F
6
D m1mD? ?
lŽhy1. hy1 uŽh.ye hH F m H F m H F ,
where aw h, i xg HlŽhy1. F, aw h, i x g Hhy1 F, and aw h, i xg HuŽ h.ye h F. For eachy q
h, let
m : HlŽhy1. F m Hh F m HuŽ h.ye h F “ Hm Fh
1mmultm1lŽhy1. h Žm y1.e uŽhq1. lŽhy1.6h hbe H F m H F m H F m H F H F m
Hm he h F m HuŽ hq1. F, where the multiplication Hh F m HŽm hy1 .e h F “
m he h Ž h . ? Ž h .H F takes place in S H F or H H F , depending on the parity of h.?
Then
< Ž . <l hy1 w h , i x w h , i x w h , i xD a n a s y1 m a m a n a m a .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ým 1 j h y 1 q
h , i
Proof. The statement merely says that if aw1x, . . . , aw jq1x are each in F,
Ž w1x w jq1x.then every term of D a n ??? n a may be manipulated in order tom
w1x m eh hhave a appear in the first position of H F for some h.
Con¤ention 1.11. If S is a statement, then we define
1 if S is true,
x S sŽ . ½ 0 if S is false.
Ž .For example, x i s j has exactly the same meaning as the Kronecker
delta d .i j
Con¤ention 1.12. The empty sum is zero. The empty product is one. For
 4each positive integer r, S is the set of permutations on 1, . . . , r . The setr
S consists of the identity permutation.0
2. THE DEFINITION OF M
The following notation and assumptions are in effect everywhere.
Data 2.1. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and w : F “ G be a
homomorphism of free R-modules where rank F s f and rank G s g. Fix
generators v , v U , v , and v U for Hf F, Hf FU , Hg G, and Hg GU ,F F G G
Ž . Ž .U Urespectively, with the property that v v s 1 and v v s 1. LetF F G G
b g Hgq1 F , b s Hg wU v U g Hg FU , andŽ . Ž .gq1 g G
b s b b g F .Ž .1 g gq1
Assume always that f y g is even and greater than zero. Let N s
Ž . Ž . Uf y g r2. The R-ideal J s J b , w is the image of b : F “ R.gq1 1
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Remark. Observe that J is the prototype for the ideals studied by
Migliore and Peterson. Indeed, we saw in the Introduction that such an
ideal is generated by the elements of some vector ¤ in the column space of
the map h. In the notation of Data 2.1, h: Hgq1 F “ F is the map which
sends the arbitrary element b of Hgq1 F to b in F. Thus, b is agq1 1 1
general element in the column space of h and J is generated by the
entries of b .1
Con¤ention 2.2. We use conventions that
a g Hi F , a g Hi FU , c g Hi G, g g Hi GU , andi i i i
C g S Gi i
are arbitrary elements. In particular, elements a and a are always in the
exterior algebras H? F and H? FU , respectively. Furthermore, the subscript
of the element tells the degree of the element. When we need several
elements from a particular module we identify them by using superscripts
inside square brackets. For example, aw1x, . . . , aw k x represent k elementsi i
from Hi F.
Most of M is easy to describe. The one difficult part is the map C ,p, q, i, j
which may be found in Definition 2.7. We prove that M is a complex in
Lemma 3.2; the acyclicity of M is established in Theorem 4.3.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. Adopt Data 2.1. The modules of M s M b , w aregq1
given by
d d d dfyg fygy1 2 16 6 6 60 “ M M . . . M M ,fyg fygy1 1 0
with
M s D GU m Hj FU [ S G m Hg F .Ý Ýt i p
2 iqjst 2 pqqsfygyt
iqjFN pqqFNy1
The differential is given by
d g Ž i. m a s g Ž iy1. m wU g n a q g Ž i. m b a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 j 1 1 j 1 1 j
for g Ž i. m a g D GU m Hj FU , and1 j i
C m b n a¡ p 1 q
q $
kq1 w k x w1x w k x w q xq y1 w a ? C m a n ??? n a n ??? n aŽ . Ž .Ý 1 p 1 1 1
ks1~d C m a sŽ .p q q C C m a m mŽ .Ý p , q , i , j p q
2 pq2 iqjqqs2 Ny1
iqjFN
U Uj¢g D G m H F ,i
for C m a s C m aw1x n ??? n aw q x g S G m Hq F.p q p 1 1 p
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Ž .Remark. The map C C m a m m of Definition 2.7 is ap, q, i, j p q
homomorphism from S G m Hj F to R; hence, it is an element of D GU mi i
Hj FU.
The map C is based on two other maps; namely, F, which is foundp, q, i, j
in Definition 2.5, and D , which is given in Definition 1.6.m
DEFINITION 2.4. Adopt Data 2.1. For each integer n, define
t : G m Hn F “ Hnq2 F and t : S G “ H2 n FŽ .1, n n n
by
Ugy1
Uw xt c m a s H w c v b n a ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, n 1 n 1 G gq1 n
and t is the compositionn
Ž .S tn 1, 0 mult2 2 n6 6S G S H F H F .Ž .n n
When the domain of t or t is clear from the context, we simply1, n n
write t .
DEFINITION 2.5. Adopt Data 2.1. Let r, n , . . . , n , and p be non-nega-1 r
tive integers which satisfy 2 p q Ýr n s 2 N y 1. Defineks1 k
F : S G m Hn1 F m ??? m Hnr F “ Rp ; n , . . . , n p1 r
to be the composition
S G m Hn1 F m ??? m Hnr Fp
Dm1 n n6 1 rS G m T G m H F m ??? m H F “ R ,pq1yr ry1
where the last map is given by C m cw1x m ??? m cw ry1x m a m ??? m apq1yr 1 1 n n1 r
is sent to
t C n t cw1x m a n ??? n t cw ry1x m a n a n b v U .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /pq1yr 1 n 1 n n gq1 F1 ry1 r
Remark 2.6. When the domain of F is clear from the context,p; n , . . . , n1 r
we simply write F. If p F r y 2 or r s 0, then F is the zero map.p; n , . . . , n1 r
Ž . w xŽ .UWe have F 1 m a is equal to a n b v .0; n n n gq1 F1 1 1
DEFINITION 2.7. Fix p, q, i, and j with 2 p q 2 i q j q q s 2 N y 1.
The map
C : S G m Hq F m S G m Hj F “ Rp , q , i , j p i
is given by
C C m a m C m aŽ .p , q , i , j p q i j
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is equal to
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q im Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 1 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
= F C ? C m D a n a .Ž .Ž .p i m q j
Ž .Remarks 2.8. a The sum Ý is taken over all vectors m, such<m <sqqj
that m is a partition of q q j, in the sense of Definition 1.5. The
Ž .contribution of the partition m is zero, unless r m F p q i q 1.
Ž . Žb At first glance, it is not completely clear that F C ? C mp i
Ž ..D is a well defined function, because some work is required in orderm
to show that
F C m a m ??? m a m a m aŽ .p n n n n1 ry2 r ry1
n nr ry1s y1 F C m a m ??? m a m a m a .Ž . Ž .p n n n n1 ry2 ry1 r
Nonetheless, the equation does hold; see Lemma 3.1 and the function is
well defined.
Ž .c The coefficient in F is an integer, whenever this mapp, q, i, j
appears in the complex M of Definition 2.3. Indeed, the only concern
occurs when p q i s 0. However, in this case, q s N y 1, j s N, m s
e , and the coefficient2 Ny1
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q im Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 1 !Ž .1Fh
Ž . Ž .Nis equal to 2 N y 2 ! y1 .
Ž .d Assume that Data 2.1 are homogeneous. In particular, R s
[ R is a graded algebra over the ring R , w is represented by ai 00 F i
homogeneous matrix, all of whose entries are in R , and every componenta
of b , with respect to any basis for F, is an element of R . Then M is agq1 b
homogeneous complex with D GU m Hj FU equal toi
fgqiy1ž / ž /ji
R y g q 1 i q gj a q i q j bŽ . Ž .Ž .
and S G m Hq F equal top
gqpy1 fž / ž /p q
R y g f y g y 1 y p y q y p a q f y g y p y q b .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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In particular,
gqny1Ž .N
M s R yN ga q a q bŽ .Ž .fyg
[ R y g f y g y 1 a q f y g b .Ž . Ž .Ž .
EXAMPLE 2.9. When f y g s 2, then the complex M of Definition 2.3
is
GU d d2 1U6 60 “ F R ,[
R
where
d a s b a , d g s wU g , andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2 1 1
d 1 s yb v U .Ž . Ž .2 gq1 F
The above complex is the Hilbert]Burch complex which is associated to
the map d ; consequently, this complex is acyclic whenever 2 F grade J. In2
Ž .the notation of Remark 2.8 d , with a s b s 1, M is
gq1 gq2w x w x0 “ R y g q 2 “ R y g q 1 “ R .Ž . Ž .
EXAMPLE 2.10. When f y g s 4, then the complex M of Definition 2.3
is
H2 FU





Ugd a s b a , d s b a , d s w g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .101 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
0 0
Uw g n aŽ .1 10 g m a1 1d s P c m , d sŽ .0 b a ? gŽ .2 1 3 1 1 10c1 0
U2 a n b vŽ .1 gq1 F
0d s ,yP maŽ .3 1a1
w aŽ .1
UŽ2. Ž1. yP mŽ .g g m w gŽ . 01 1 1d s , and d s ,4 4 b10 0 1
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where P: G m F “ R is given by
Ugy1
U Uw xP c m a s H w c v b n a n b v .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 G gq1 1 gq1 F
Ž .In the notation of Remark 2.8 d , with a s b s 1, M is
gq1 Ž .g gq4ž / w xR y 2 g q 32 Ž .w xR y 2 g q 4Ž .
0 “ “ [[ gq4w xR y 2 g q 3Ž .w xR y 3g q 4Ž .
gq4ž /2w xR y 2 g q 2Ž .
[ gq4w x“ “ R y g q 1 “ R .g Ž .w xR y g q 2Ž .
[
gw xR y 2 g q 2Ž .
EXAMPLE 2.11. When f y g s 6, then the complex M of Definition 2.3
is
GU m H2 FU
U2U3 H F[ H F
U U U UD G D G m F D G [3 2 2 [d d d d6 5 4 3 U6 6 6 6U U0 “ G[ [ [ G m F
2 [R F [H F
S GG m F 2[
G
d d2 1U6 6F R ,
where
a 02
Ugd a s b a , d s b a , d s w g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .101 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
0 0
0 a b aŽ .3 1 3
0d s P C m , d s ,Ž . 02 1 2 2 0
C2 0 0
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U P c m a nŽ .w g n aŽ . 2 1 10 01 1
g m a 0 yP c ? m aŽ .d s , d s ,b a ? gŽ .1 1 1 1 13 31 1 1
c m a1 10 w a ? cŽ .0 1 1
0Ug m a1 2 w g n aŽ . 01 2 Ž2.g U0 1 g m w gŽ .d s , d s ,g m b aŽ . 1 14 41 1 20 0 000 0
X0 y24F 1 m a n a nŽ .0; 5 1 1
0 XyP ma n a nŽ .d s ,X 2 1 14 a n a1 1 X Xw a m a y w a m aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 10
0 P c mŽ .2 1
0 y2 P c ? md s ,Ž .1 14 0
c m bc 1 11
Ug m w g n aŽ .1 1 1
Ž2. Ž2.g m a g m b aŽ .1 1 1 1 1d s ,5 0 0
0
yP ma nŽ .2 1
2 P maŽ .1 10d s ,5 a1 b n a1 1
w aŽ .1
UŽ3. Ž2. P mŽ .g g m w gŽ . 101 1 1d s , and d s .6 6 1 b0 0 1
where P : S G m H1 F “ R and P : S G m H3 F “ R are given by1 2 2 1
P C m a s y4F C m a ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2; 1 2 1
and
P C m a s y6F C m a y 2F C m D a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 3 1; 3 1 3 1; 1, 2 1 e qe 31 2
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Ž .In the notation of Remark 2.8 d , with a s b s 1, M is
gq1gq2 Ž .gq6ž /ž / 23 w xR y 3g q 5Ž .w xR y 3g q 6Ž .
0 “ “ [[
gq6w xR y 5g q 6Ž . w xR y 4 g q 5Ž .
gq6
g ž /w x 2R y 3g q 4Ž .
gq6[ ž /3gq1 w xR y 3g q 3Ž .ž /2w xR y 2 g q 4Ž . [
“ “ Ž .g gq6[ w xR y 2 g q 3Ž .
gq6
[ž /2w xR y 3g q 4 Ž .Ž . g gq6w xR y 3g q 3Ž .
[
gw xR y 4 g q 4Ž .
gq6ž /2w xR y 2 g q 2Ž .
[
dg 1gq6 6w x“ “ R y g q 1 R .w xR y g q 2 Ž .Ž .
[
gq1ž /2w xR y 3g q 2Ž .
PROPOSITION 2.12. If g s 1, then the complex M of Definition 2.3 takes
the following form. Let R be a commutati¤e noetherian ring and w : F “ R be
a homomorphism of R-modules where F is free of rank F s f s 2 N q 1. Fix
j U 2 Ž . Ž .Ua generator v for H F . Let b g H F, b s w b g F, and J s I b .F 2 1 2 1 1
The complex M is
d d d dfy1 fy2 2 16 6 6 60 “ M M ??? M M ,fy1 fy2 1 0
with
M s 1Ž i. m Hj FU [ 1 p m Hq F .Ý Ýt
2 iqjst 2 pqqsfy1yt
iqjFN pqqFNy1
0Fi 0Fp
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This differential is gi¤en by
d 1Ž i. m a s 1Ž iy1. m w n a q 1Ž i. m b a ,Ž .Ž .j j 1 j
and
¡ p pq11 m b n a q 1 m w aŽ .1 q q
N p q iNy i Ž i.p ~q y1 2 N y 2 !1Ž . Ž .d 1 m a s ÝŽ .q ž /N y 1 y p y q
is0
Ž pqiq1.¢ Um b n a v .Ž .2 q F
Ž .Furthermore, if f y 1 F grade J and 2 N y 2 ! is a unit in R, then M is a
resolution of RrJ.
Proof. We first show that we have correctly described the complex M
of Definition 2.3, when g s 1. Fix p, q, i, and j with 2 p q 2 i q j q q s
2 N y 1. We must show that
C 1 p m a m mŽ .p , q , i , j q
p q iNy i Ž i. Ž pqiq1.
Us y1 2 N y 2 !1 m b n a vŽ . Ž . Ž .2 q Fž /N y 1 y p y q
2.13Ž .
in D GU m Hj FU s 1Ž i. m Hj FU. Observe thati
rpp pq1
UF 1 m a m ??? m a s r y 1 ! b n a v ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Hn n 2 n F1 r kž /r y 1 ks1
whenever 1 F r F p q 1 and 2 p q Ýr n s 2 N y 1. Apply the mostks1 k
recent observation, together with Observation 1.9, in order to see that
Ž p i .C 1 m a m 1 m a is equal top, q, i, j q j
< <2 N y 2 ! m !Ž . p q ip q iNy iy1Ž .Ý ž / ž /N y i y j r m y 1Ž .2 N y p y i y 1 ! m !Ž . Ł h< <m sqqj
1Fh
= r m y 1 !Ž .Ž .
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w pq iq1 xŽ . n Žn.Utimes b n a n a v . Recall that b s n!b . To complete the2 q j F 2 2
Ž .proof of 2.13 , it suffices to show that
< <p q i q 1 ! m !Ž . p q i
r m y 1 !s 1.Ž .Ž .Ý ž /r m y 1Ž .2 N y p y i y 1 ! m !Ž . Ł h< <m sqqj
1Fh
The left side of the above line is
q q j ! p q i ! p q i q 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
,Ý2 N y p y i y 1 ! p q i q 1 y r m !? m !Ž . Ž .Ž . Ł h< <m s2 Ny1y2 py2 i
1FhŽ .r m Fpqiq1
and Lemma 2.14 shows that this is equal to 1.
Now we turn to the issue of acyclicity. Assume that f y 1 F grade J.
w x XThe resolution of RrJ from 9 has been recorded as M in Proposition
2.15. Consider u : M “ MX given by
¡ Ž i. Ž i.u 1 m a s h aŽ .j j~
Nq1p ŽNy1ypyq.¢u 1 m a s y1 2 N y 2 !l a .Ž . Ž .Ž .q q
It is easy to see that u is a homomorphism of complexes and that u is an
Ž .isomorphism whenever f y 3 ! is a unit.
LEMMA 2.14. If P and M are non-negati¤e integers, then
P q 1 !Ž . M q Ps ,Ý ž /PP q 1 y r m ! m !Ž .Ž . Ł hm
1Fh
Ž .where the sum is taken o¤er all partitions m s Ým e with r m F P q 1h h
< <and m s M.
Proof. Compute the coefficient of X M in
‘1 P q jPq12 3 j1 q X q X q X q ??? s s XŽ . ÝPq1 ž /j1 y XŽ . js0
two different ways.
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let R be a commutati¤e noetherian ring, N an integer,
with 2 F N, F be a free R-module of rank f s 2 N q 1, b g H2 F, and2
w g FU. Fix an orientation element v U g Hf FU. Let b be the elementF 1
Ž .w b of F. Define2
dX dX Xdfy1 fy2 0X X X X X6 6 6
M , d : 0 “ M M ??? MŽ . fy1 fy2 0
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by
M
X s hŽ i.Hj FU [ lŽ p.Hq F ,Ý Ýt
2 iqjst 2 pqqsty2
iqjFN pqqFNy1
dX hŽ i.a s hŽ iy1.w n a q hŽ i.b a ,Ž .Ž .j j 1 j
and
¡ Ž py1. Ž p.l b n a q l w aŽ .1 q q
N q i y q y p y 1iq1X Ž p. ~q y1Ž .Ýd l a sŽ .q ž /p
igZ
Ž i. ŽNqiyqyp.¢ U=h b n a v .Ž .Ž .2 q F
Ž X X. Ž X X.Then M , d is a complex; furthermore, if f y 1 F grade J, then M , d is
acyclic.
Proof. This result is a combination of Propositions 2.6 and 2.16 from
w x w x9 . In order to make the notation of 9 compatible with the present
ŽUnotation, we have replaced j by v , w by b , Y by w, and g by b . OneF 2 1
may think of hŽ i. as the i th divided power of degree two variable or merely
as a place holder. One must think of lŽ p. as a place holder. At any rate,
hŽ i. and lŽ p. are zero unless the parenthetical exponent is a non-negative
.integer.
PROPOSITION 2.16. If g s 0, then the complex M of Definition 2.3 is
Ž . i Uisomorphic to K, d , where K s H F for all i, and d : K “ K is gi¤eni i i iy1
by
b a if i / N q 1Ž .1 i
d a sŽ .i i ½ f y 2 !b a if i s N q 1.Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž .Furthermore, if f F grade J and f y 2 ! is a unit in R, then M is a resolution
of RrJ.
Proof. It is easy to see that
Ht FU if t F N , and
M st fyt½ H F if N q 1 F t .
The only complicated map in M is the map M “ M , which is given byNq1 N
a ‹ C 1 m a m 1 m .Ž .Ny1 0, Ny1, 0, N Ny1
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< <Remark 2.6 shows that the contribution to C of the partition m0, Ny1, 0, N
of 2 N y 1 is zero for all m except m s e . It follows that2 Ny1
w U xC 1 m a m 1 m s " 2 N y 2 !b a v .Ž . Ž . Ž .0, Ny1, 0, N Ny1 1 Ny1 F
fy t t U Ž .UThe map H F “ H F , which is given by a ‹ a v , provides anfy t fyt F
Ž .isomorphism from M to K. If f y 2 ! is a unit in R, then K is isomorphic
to the Koszul complex.
3. M IS A COMPLEX
Data 2.1 are in effect throughout the entire section. In this section we
prove the following two results.
LEMMA 3.1. Fix C g S G and a g Hi F. The functionsp p i
F C m a m ??? m a and F C m a m ??? m a n b aŽ .Ž . Ž .p n n p n n g i1 r 1 r
are both graded-symmetric in the terms a , . . . , a .n n1 r
LEMMA 3.2. The maps and modules of Definition 2.3 form a complex.
We derive Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4; and then we
spend the rest of the section establishing Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.
LEMMA 3.3. Let r, n , . . . , n , and p be non-negati¤e integers and let J1 r
equal 2 p q 1 q Ýr n . Consider the two mapsks1 k
Q and Q : S G m Hn1 F m ??? m Hnr F “ HJ F ,1 2 p
which are gi¤en by
Dm1n n n n61 r 1 rS G m H F m ??? m H F S G m T G m H F m ??? m H Fp pyr r
q1 J6 H F
and
S G m Hn1 F m ??? m Hnr Fp
Dm1 n n6 1 rS G m T G m H F m ??? m H Fpq1yr ry1
q2 J6 H F ,
Ž w1x w r x .respecti¤ely, where q C m c m ??? m c m a m ??? m a is equal to1 pyr 1 1 n n1 r
b n t C n t cw1x m a n ??? n t cw r x m aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 pyr 1 n 1 n1 r
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Ž w1x w ry1x .and q C m c m ??? m c m a m ??? m a is equal to2 pq1yr 1 1 n n1 r
r ly1
nk w k xt C n y1 t c m a n b b n aŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý H Ž .pq1yr 1 n g gq1 nk l
ls1 ks1
ry1
w k xn t c m a .H Ž .1 nkq 1
ksl
w Ž .Ž .xIf J s 2 N, then b F C m a m ??? m a v is equal tog p n n F1 r
gq1y1 Q C m a m ??? m a q Q C m a m ??? m a .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 p n n 2 p n n1 r 1 r
LEMMA 3.4. If 2 p q 2 i q q q j s 2 N y 2, a s aw1x n ??? n aw q x, andq 1 1
a is equal to aw qq1x n ??? n aw qqj x, thenj 1 1
¡C C m b n a m C m aŽ .p , qq1, i , j p 1 q i j
qC C m a m C m a n bŽ .p , q , i , jq1 p q i j 1
q
kq1q y1 CŽ .Ý pq1, qy1, i , j
ks1
$~0 s w k x w1x w k x w q x= w a ? C m a n ??? n a n ??? n a m C m aŽ .1 p 1 1 1 i jž /
qqj
kq y1 CŽ .Ý p , q , iq1, jy1
ksqq1
$
w k x w qq1x w k x w qqj x¢= C m a m C ? w a m a n ??? n a n ??? n a .Ž .p q i 1 1 1 1ž /
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Definition 2.5 shows that both maps are graded-
symmetric in the terms of a , . . . , a . Let a ben n 01 ry1
F C m a m ??? m a m a m aŽ .p n n n n1 ry2 r ry1
n nr ry1y y1 F C m a m ??? m a m a m a .Ž . Ž .p n n n n1 ry2 ry1 r
It suffices to show that a s 0 and that0
F C m a m ??? m a m a m a n b aŽ .Ž .p n n n n g i1 ry2 r ry1
n nry 1 rs y1 F C m a m ??? m a m a m a n b a .Ž . Ž .Ž .p n n n n g i1 ry2 ry1 r
The second equation follows from the first equation together with the fact
that
t c m a n b a s t c m a n b a . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n g i 1 n g i
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If we prove that a s 0 whenever R is a polynomial ring of the form0
w xZ X , . . . , X , then we may apply a ring homomorphism in order to1 m
conclude that a s 0 over an arbitrary commutative ring. Consequently,0
we assume that R is a domain and b is a non-zero element of Hg FU.g
Ž . Ž . w Ž Ž ..xŽ .UProposition 1.1 b or c shows that b a v v s a ? b ; there-g 0 F F 0 g
Ž Ž ..fore, it suffices to show that b a v s 0. This statement is establishedg 0 F
by Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The only interesting part of this calculation is the
composition
projincl d d U Uq j6 6 6 6S G m H F M M M D G m H F ,p t ty1 ty2 i
where p q q F N y 1, i q j F N, and 2 i q j y 2 s 2 N y 2 p y q. Let Cp
ma g S G m Hq F and C m aX g S G m Hj F. Write a s aw1x n ??? nq p i j i q 1
aw q x and aX s aXw1x n ??? n aXw j x. Observe that when the element1 j 1 1
proj(d( d(incl C m aŽ . Ž .p q
of D GU m Hj FU is applied to C m aX , the result isi i j
¡ XC C m b n a m C m aŽ .p , qq1, i , j p 1 q i j
q
kq1q y1 CŽ .Ý pq1, qy1, i , j
ks1
$
w k x w1x w k x w q x= w a ? C m a n ??? n a n ??? n a m C m aŽ .1 p 1 1 1 i jž /~
j
kq jq y1 CŽ .Ý p , q , iq1, jy1
ks1
$
Xw k x Xw1x Xw k x XŽ j.= C m a m C ? w a m a n ??? n a n ??? n aŽ .p q i 1 1 1 1ž /
X¢qC C m a m C m a n b .Ž .p , q , i , jq1 p q i j 1
It is clear that the top two lines are correct. The third line is the image of
Ž . U jy1 UC C m a m m g D G m H F under the composi-p, q, iq1, jy1 p q iq1
tion
g Ž iq1. m a ‹ g Ž i. m wU g n aŽ .1 jy1 1 1 jy1
XUŽ i.‹ g C ? w g n a a g R .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 i 1 jy1 j
Ž . UThe fourth line is the image of C C m a m m g D G mp, q, i, jq1 p q i
Hjq1FU under the composition
XŽ i. Ž i. Ž i.g m a ‹ g m b a ‹ g C ? b a a g R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 jq1 1 1 jq1 1 i 1 jq1 j
Lemma 3.4 completes the proof.
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The next four results are used in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
LEMMA 3.6. If a and a X are in the image of Hgy1wU , thengy1 gy1
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Ž gq1.Ž iq1. Ž . Ž .a a a a n a s y1 a a n a a , andgy1 gy1 i j gy1 i gy1 j
Ž . Ž X Ž . . X Ž Ž . .b a a a n a q a a a n a sgy1 gy1 i j gy1 gy1 i j
Ž .Ž gq1.Ž iq1.w Ž . X Ž . X Ž . Ž .xy1 a a n a a q a a n a a ,gy1 i gy1 j gy1 i gy1 j
for all a g Hi F and a g Hj F.i j
Ž . Ž . XProof. Assertion b is obtained by applying a to a q a . Togy1 gy1
Ž . w1x w g x U w i x U Ž w i x.prove a , we let g , . . . , g be a basis of G , and a s w g . The1 1 1 1
general case quickly boils down to the case a s a n a w gy1x q agy1 gy2 1 gy2
n a w g x, where a s a w1x n ??? n a w gy2x. In this case the assertion is1 gy2 1 1
obvious.
COROLLARY 3.7. If a is in the image of Hgy1wU , thengy1
Ž .Ž .gq1 iq1
b a a n a s y1 b a n a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .g gy1 i j g i gy1 j
g iq y1 a a n b a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .gy1 i g j
for all a g Hi F and a g Hj F.i j
Ž gy1 U .Ž w x.UProof. Let a s H w c v for some c g G. The proposedgy1 1 G 1
equation is linear in c ; consequently, it suffices to establish the equation1
when c is part of a basis for G. In this case, there exists a such that1 1
a n a s b . Apply Lemma 3.6 to complete the proof.1 gy1 g
COROLLARY 3.8. If a w1x , . . . , a w s x are in the image of Hgy1wU , thengy1 gy1
b a w1x b n ??? n a w s x b n aŽ . Ž .Ž .g gy1 gq1 gy1 gq1 j
is equal to
s $¡ w1x w l x w s x w l xb n a b n ??? n a b n ??? n a b n a aŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 gy1 gq1 gy1 gq1 gy1 gq1 gy1 j~ ls1
w1x w s x¢qa b n ??? n a b n b a ,Ž .Ž . Ž .gy1 gq1 gy1 gq1 g j
for all a g Hj F.j
Proof. The result follows from repeated application of Corollary 3.7
together with the observation that
b n a a X b n a s b n a X b n a aŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 gy1 gy1 gq1 j 1 gy1 gq1 gy1 j
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for a and a X in the image of Hgy1wU. This last observation holdsgy1 gy1
U Ž X Ž ..because if a is in the image of w , then a a b s rb for some1 1 gy1 gq1 1
r g R.
DEFINITION 3.9. Let t: G m Hi F “ Hiygq1 F be given by
Ugy1
Uw xt c m a s H w c v a .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 i 1 G i
Ž . Ž .Remark. Notice that t c m a s t c m b n a .1 i 1 gq1 i
LEMMA 3.10. Fix a positi¤e integer r. If cw k x g G, a g Hnk F, and1 nk
m s Ýly1 n , thenl ks1 k
Ž . Ž w s Ž1.x r Ž w s Žk .x . .a Ý t c m H t c m a n a is equal tos g S 1 ks2 1 n nr ky1 r
r
Ž .Ž .gq1 m qrq1 w s Žk .xry1 t c m a ,Ž . Ý H Ž .1 nk
sgS ks1r
and
Ž . Ž ry1 Ž w s Žk .x .b Ý b H t c m a n a is equal tos g S g ks1 1 n nry 1 k r
r ly1
Ž .Ž .gq1 m qrql qm w s Žk .xr ly1 t c m aŽ .Ý Ý H Ž .1 nk
sgS ls1 ks1ry1
ry1
w s Žk .xn b a n t c m a .Ž . H Ž .g n 1 nl kq1
ksl
Ž .Proof. Both results are obvious for r s 1. See Convention 1.12.
Ž . Ž .Lemma 3.6 establishes a when r s 2. The proof of a is completed by
Ž .induction on r. Corollary 3.7 shows that the left side of b is equal to
LX q LY, where
Ž .Ž .gq1 n q1X 1L s y1 b aŽ . Ž .Ý g n1
sgS ry1
ry1




g nY 1 w s Ž1.x ws Žk .xL s y1 t c m a n b t c m a n a .Ž . Ý HŽ . Ž .1 n g 1 n n1 k rž /
sgS ks2ry1
X YŽ .Complete the proof by applying a to L and induction to L .
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. Fix C , a , . . . , a , with J s 2 N. Letp n n1 r
Q s b F C m a m ??? m a v andŽ .Ž .Ž .0 g p n n F1 r
Q s Q C m a m ??? m a ,Ž .i i p n n1 r
for i s 1, 2. If
C w i x m cw i , 1x m ??? m cw i , ry1xÝ pq1yr 1 1
i
is the image of C under D: S G “ S G m T G, then Definition 2.5p p pq1yr ry1
shows that Q is equal to0
b t C w i x n t cw i , 1x m a n ???Ž .Ý Ž .žg pq1yr 1 n1
i
nt cw i , ry1x m a n a n b .Ž . /1 n n gq1ry 1 r
Let Ý C w i; h x m cw i; h x be the image of C w i x under D: S G “ S Gh pyr 1 pq1yr pq1yr pyr
m S G. Apply Corollary 3.8 to see that Q s QX q QY , where QX is equal1 0 0 0 0
to
b n t C w i ; h x n t cw i ; h x m t cw i , 1x m a n ???Ž .Ý Ž .ž1 pyr 1 1 n1
i , h
nt cw i , ry1x m a n a n bŽ . /1 n n gq1ry 1 r
and QY is equal to0
t C w i x n b t cw i , 1x m a n ???Ž .Ý Ž .žpq1yr g 1 n1
i
nt cw i , ry1x m a n a n b .Ž . /1 n n gq1ry 1 r
Co-multiplication is co-associative; thus,
C w i ; h x m cw i ; h x m cw i , 1x m ??? m cw i , ry1x s C w j x m cw j , 1x m ??? m cw j , r x ,Ý Ýpy r 1 1 1 pyr 1 1
i , h j
where the right side is the image of C under D: S G “ S G m T G. Itp p pyr r
X Ž .Ž gq1.nrfollows that Q is equal to y1 times0
b n t C w j x n t cw j , 1x m t cw j , 2x m a n ???Ž .Ý Ž .ž1 pyr 1 1 n1
j
nt cw j , r x m a n b n a .Ž . /1 n gq1 nry 1 r
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r X Ž . gq1Recall that Ý n is odd. Apply Lemma 3.10 to see that Q s y1 Qks1 k 0 1
Y gq1Ž .and Q s y1 Q .0 2
We now gather the definitions and lemmas which are used in the proof
of Lemma 3.4.
LEMMA 3.11. If 2 p q Ýr n s 2 N y 1 and a s 1 for some i, thenks1 k ni
F C m a m ??? m aŽ .p n n1 r
$
s p q 2 y r F C m a m ??? m a m ??? m a .Ž . ž /p n n n1 i r
Proof. The hypothesis forces 2 F r. In light of Lemma 3.1, we may
assume that i s 1 - r. The co-associativity of D shows that the composi-
tion
D Dm16 6S G S G m T G S G m G m T G 3.12Ž .p pq2yr ry2 pq1yr ry2
is equal to
D 6S G S G m T G. 3.13Ž .p pq1yr ry1
Ž . ŽThe first map in 3.12 is the first step in the calculation of F C m ap n2
. Ž .m ??? m a . The map of 3.13 is the first step in the calculation ofnr
Ž .F C m a m ??? m a . We complete the proof by observing that ifp n n1 r
w1x w pq2yr x Ž . w1xC s c . . . c in S G, then D C is equal to Ý c . . .pq2yr 1 1 pq2yr pq2yr j 1$
w j x w pq2yr x w j xc . . . c m c in S G m G and1 1 1 pqqyr
$
w1x w j x w pq2yr x w j xt c . . . c . . . c n t c m a s p q 2 y r t C .Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .ž /1 1 1 1 n pq2yr1
j
DEFINITION 3.14. Let r, i, n , . . . , n , and p be non-negative integers1 r
with 2 F r and 2 p q i y g q Ýr n s 2 N y 1. Define the mapshs1 h
J , J , and J : Hi F m S G m Hn1 F m ??? m Hnr F “ Rk e all ph
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Ž .by J a m C m a m ??? m a is equal tok i p n n1 r
ky1 r¡
F C m a m b a n a n a m aŽ .m mp n g i n n nh k kq1 hž /hs1 hskq2
if 1 F k F r y 1~ ry2
F C m a m a n b a n aŽ .mp n ry1 g i nh rž /hs1
if k s r¢0 for any other k ,
Ž .J a m C m a m ??? m a is equal toe i p n nh 1 r
r
Ž .Ž .iyg n q ??? qnk rx n s h y1 J a m C m a m ??? m a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k i p n n1 r
ks1
and J s Ý J .all h e h
Ž . ŽRemark. The observation of 3.5 shows that J a m C m a m ??? mk i p n1
.a is equal tonr
Ž .Ž .n qiyg n q ??? qnk kq1 ry1Ž .
$
= F C m a m ??? m a m ??? m a n b a n a ,Ž .ž /p n n n g i n1 k r k
for 1 F k F r y 1.
LEMMA 3.15. If r, n , . . . , n , and p are non-negati¤e integers with 2 F r1 r
and 2 p q Ýr n s 2 N y 2, thenhs1 h
F C m a m ??? m a m a n bŽ .p n n n 11 ry1 r
q J b m C m a m ??? m a s 0.Ž .all gq1 p n n1 r
Ž .Proof. The argument below 3.5 shows that it suffices to prove that
T q T s 0, where1 2
gq1T s y1 b F C m a m ??? m a m a n b vŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /1 g p n n n 1 F1 ry1 r
and
gq1T s y1 b J b m C m a m ??? m a v .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 g all gq1 p n n F1 r
Ž .Apply Lemma 3.3 to see that T s Q C m a m ??? m a n b and1 2 p n n 11 r
T s T w1x q T w2x, where2 2 2
r $Ž .n 1qn q ??? qnw i x k kq1 rT s y1 Q C m a m ??? m a m ??? m aŽ .Ý ž /2 i p n n n1 k r
ks1
n b b n a .Ž .g gq1 nk
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A straightforward calculation, using the definition of the maps Q , showsi
w1x w2xthat T q T s 0 and T s 0.1 2 2
Remark 3.16. When r s 1, Lemma 3.15 becomes: if 2 p q n s 2 N y 2,1
then
n q11F C m b b n a s y1 p q 1 F C m a n b .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p g gq1 n p n 11 1
ŽThe proof is obtained by combining Corollary 3.8 and the trick below
Ž . . Ž .3.5 . In particular, if p s N y 1, then F C m b s 0.p 1
r Ž Ž .LEMMA 3.17. If 2 p q Ý n s 2 N y 3, then F C ? w a m aks1 k p 1 n1
.m ??? m a is equal tonr
¡F C m a m ??? m a n b b n aŽ .Ž .p n n g gq1 11 r~qx 2 F r ? J b n a m C m a m ??? m aŽ . Ž .all gq1 1 p n n1 r¢qx r s 1 ? F C m a n a n b .Ž . Ž .p n 1 11
Ž .Proof. Definition 2.5, together with Proposition 1.1 d , shows that the
left side is
¡F C m a m ??? m a n a b bŽ . Ž .ž /p n n 1 g gq11 r
ry1
Ž .n n q ??? qnk kq1 r~q y1Ž .Ý
ks1
$¢=F C m a m ??? m a m ??? m a m a n a b b n a .Ž . Ž .ž /p n n n n 1 g gq1 n1 k ry1 r k
Ž .Apply Proposition 1.1 a to write
a b b n a s a n b b n a q b b n a n a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 g gq1 n 1 g gq1 n g gq1 1 n
The proof is complete when r s 1. Henceforth, we assume that 2 F r.
Lemma 3.15 shows that
¡F C m a m ??? m a n a n bŽ .p n n 1 11 r
ry1
Ž .n n q ??? qnk kq1 r~q y1Ž .Ý
ks1
$¢=F C m a m ??? m a m ??? m a m a n a n b b n aŽ .ž /p n n n n 1 g gq1 n1 k ry1 r k
is equal to
nry1 F C m a m ??? m a n b b n a n a .Ž . Ž .Ž .p n n g gq1 n 11 ry1 r
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When the most recent expression is added to
ry1
Ž .n n q ??? qnk kq1 ry1Ž .Ý
ks1
$
= F C m a m ??? m a m ??? m a m a n b b n a n a ,Ž .ž /p n n n n g gq1 1 n1 k ry1 r k
Ž .the result is J b n a m C m a m ??? m a .all gq1 1 p n n1 r
w xLEMMA 3.18. If 1 F j, 2 p q j s 2 N y 2, and m s m , . . . , m is a1 l
< <¤ector of non-negati¤e integers with m s j q 1, in the sense of Definition 1.5,
Ž Ž ..then F C m D a n b is equal top m j 1
¡ p q 2 y r m F C m D a n bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .p mye j 11~
q m q 1 F C m D a n b .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k p mqe ye j 1k kq1¢
1Fk
Remark. Recall, from Definition 1.6 that D is the zero map unlessmye 1
1 F m . If X s x m ??? m x , then X n b means x m ??? m x n b .1 n n 1 n n 11 r 1 r
Ž Ž . .Lemma 3.1 guarantees that the expression F C m D a n b is wellp mye j 11
defined.
Ž ŽProof. In the notation of Observation 1.10, we have F C m D a np m j
..b is equal to1
< Ž . <j l hy1 w h , i x w h , i x w h , i xy1 y1 F C m a m b n a m a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý p y 1 q
h , i
Ž .which, by 3.5 , is equal to
F C m aw h , i xm aw h , i x m aw h , i xn b s T q T ,Ž .Ý p y q 1 1 2
h , i
where T is the summand with h s 1 and T is the summand with 2 F h.1 2
Apply Lemma 3.11 and Observation 1.8 to see that
T s p q 2 y r m F C m D a n bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 p mye j 11
and
T s m q 1 F C m D a n b .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 hy1 p mqe ye j 1hy 1 h
2Fh
< <LEMMA 3.19. Fix h, i, j, p, and m with m s j and 2 p q j q i y g s
2 N y 1. Let Q: Hi F m S G m Hj F “ R be the compositionp
q1m1mDi j i jyh j6 6H F m S G m H F H F m S G m H F m H F R ,p p
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Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..where q a m C m a m a s F C m D a n b a n a .i p jyh h p mye jyh g i hh
Then
Ž .iyg h
J a m C m D a s y1 Q a m C m a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e i p m j i p jh
Proof. The result follows quickly from Definition 3.14.
< < w1xCOROLLARY 3.20. If m s j y 1, 2 p q j s 2 N y 2, and a s aj 1
n ??? n aw j x, then1
j $
kq1 w1x w k x w j x w k xy1 F C m D a n ??? n a n ??? n a n b b n aŽ . Ž .Ý ž /p m 1 1 1 g gq1 1ž /
ks1
Ž . j Ž Ž ..is equal to y1 J b m C m D a .e gq1 p mqe j1 1
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.19.
< < w1xLEMMA 3.21. If m s j y 1, 2 p q j s 2 N y 2, 1 F h, and a s aj 1
n ??? n aw j x, then1
j $
kq1 w k x w1x w k x w j xy1 J b n a m C m D a n ??? n a n ??? n aŽ .Ý ž /e gq1 1 p m 1 1 1ž /h
ks1
Ž . jŽ . Ž Ž ..is equal to y1 h q 1 J b m C m D a .e gq1 p mye qe jhq 1 h hq1
Proof. Use Lemma 3.19 to convert the rest into the following commu-
tative diagram:




hq1 jy1 hq1jy1yh hq1 6 H m H F .H F m H F
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Observe that q q j is even. Let S be the sum of
the top two lines of the right side of the proposed identity and T be the
p q iŽ .sum of the bottom two lines. Use Definition 2.7, together with N y i y j y 1
p q i p q i q 1Ž . Ž .q s , in order to see that S is equal toN y i y j N y i y j
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 1 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqjq1
= F C ? C m D a n a n b .Ž .Ž .p i m q j 1
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Lemma 3.18 shows S that is equal to
¡ 2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 1 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
= p q i q 1 y r m F C ? C m D a n a n bŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .p i m q j 1~ p q i q 1m Nyihq h! k q 1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ł ž /N y i y j1Fh< < 1Fkm sqqj
2 N y 2 !Ž .
= m F C ? C m D a n a n b .Ž .Ž .k p 1 m q j 1¢ 2 N y p y i y 1 !Ž .
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .Recall that Ý k q 1 m s m q r m s q q j q r m and that p q i q 1k
q q q j is equal to 2 N y p y i y 1. It follows that S is equal to
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
= F C ? C m D a n a n b .Ž .Ž .p i m q j 1
Write S s S q S , where S has m s e and S involves all other m. In1 2 1 qqj 2
other words, S is1
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1Ny iq q j ! y1Ž . Ž . ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .
=F C ? C m a n a n bŽ .p i q j 1
and S is2
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
Ž .2Fr m
=F C ? C m D a n a n b .Ž .Ž .p i m q j 1
If q q j s 0, then T s 0 and S s S ; furthermore, Remark 3.16 shows1
that S s 0. Henceforth, we assume that 2 F q q j.1
Definition 2.7 yields that T is equal to
jqq 2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1mkq1qNyi hy1 h!Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fhks1 < <m sqqjy1
$
w k x w1x w k x w qqj x= F w a ? C ? C m D a n ??? n a n ??? n a .Ž . ž /1 p i m 1 1 1ž /
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Apply Lemma 3.17 to write T s T q T q T , where T is1 2 3 1
jqq 2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1kq1qNyiy1 q q j y 1 !Ž . Ž .Ý ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .ks1
$
w1x w k x w qqj x= F C ? C m a n ??? n a n ??? n a n b ,p i 1 1 1 1ž /
jqq¡ p q i q 1mkq1 Nyihy1 h! y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ł ž /N y i y j1Fhks1 < <m sqqjy1
~ 2 N y 2 !Ž .T s2 =
2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .
$
w1x w k x w qqj x w k x¢F C ? C m D a n ??? n a n ??? n a n b b n a ,Ž .ž /p i m 1 1 1 g gq1 1ž /
and
jqq¡ mkq1 Nyiky1 h! y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ł
1Fhks1 < <m sqqjy1
Ž .2Fr m~T s 2 N y 2 !Ž .3 p q i q 1
= ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .
$
w k x w1x w k x w qqj x¢J b n a m C ? C m D a n ??? n a n ??? n a .ž /all gq1 1 p i m 1 1 1ž /
Observe that S q T s 0. Lemma 3.21 yields that T is1 1 3
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fh< < 1Fkm sqqj
Ž .2Fr m
= J b m C ? C m D a n a .Ž .Ž .e gq1 p i m q jkq 1
In a similar manner, Corollary 3.20 yields that T is2
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
Ž .2Fr m
= J b m C ? C m D a n a .Ž .Ž .e gq1 p 1 m q j1
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We see that T q T equal to2 3
2 N y 2 !Ž .p q i q 1m Nyihh! y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ł ž /N y i y j 2 N y p y i y 2 !Ž .1Fh< <m sqqj
Ž .2Fr m
= J b m C ? C m D a n a .Ž .Ž .all gq1 p i m q j
Apply Lemma 3.15 to conclude that S q T q T s 0.2 2 3
4. THE COMPLEX M IS ACYCLIC
In this section we prove Theorem 4.3, which establishes the acyclicity of
M. At the end of the section, we record a few consequences of the fact
that J is a perfect ideal. In the proof of Theorem 4.3 we use ``generic
data,'' which is described below. Such data force one to deal with bases. In
fact, bases play only a very minor role in the present section; however, they
play a significant role in Section 5. We have recorded all of our conven-
tions about bases at this time. These conventions are different than the
ambient ones of Convention 2.2.
Con¤ention 4.1. Adopt Data 2.1. Fix dual bases f , . . . , f and1 f
f U , . . . , f U for F and FU , respectively, and g , . . . , g and gU , . . . , gU for1 f 1 g 1 g
U  4G and G , respectively. For each index set I s i , . . . , i , with i - ??? -1 l 1
< <i , we write I s l,l
f s f n ??? n f , and f U s f U n ??? n f U .I i i I i i1 l l 1
w x  4Let l represent the index set 1, . . . , l .
Generic Data 4.2. Adopt Convention 4.1. Assume that R is a commu-0
tative noetherian ring, w is represented by a g = f matrix of indetermines
Ž .x , b is the element Ý¤ f , where I varies over all index sets withi j gq1 I I
< <  4I s g q 1, and ¤ is a set of indeterminates, and R is the polynomialI
w 4  4xring R x , ¤ .0 i j I
THEOREM 4.3. Adopt Data 2.1. If J is a proper ideal of R with f y g F
Ž .grade J, and f y g y 2 ! is a unit in R, then J is a perfect ideal of grade
Žf y g, and M is a resolution of RrJ. Furthermore, if Data 2.1 are local i.e.,
Ž . gq1 .R, m is a local ring, im w g mG, and b g mH F or homogenousgq1
Ž .in the sense of Remark 2.8 d with 1 F a, b, then the resolution M is minimal.
Proof. The assertion about minimality is obvious. We first establish
w Ž . xacyclicity for generic data, as in Data 4.2, with R s Z 1r f y g y 2 ! .0
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Once the result is established in this case, then the principal of the
w xtransfer of perfection, see, for example 3, Theorem 3.5 , yields the result
in general.
Observe that the hypothesis f y g F grade J holds in the generic situa-
tion. We prove this by showing that there exists a regular sequence of
linear forms with f y g F grade J, where represents reduction modulo
the regular sequence. Indeed, the specialization
0 x x ??? x 0 0 ??? 01 2 fyg
0 0 x x ??? x 0 ??? 01 2 fyg
w s and...
0 0 ??? 0 0 x x ??? x1 2 fyg
fyg
b s x f n f n ??? n fÝgq1 i i iq1 iqg
is1
fyg gq1Ž . Žyields b s Ý "x q y f q a , for some elements y g x , . . . ,1 is1 i i i 1 i 1
.x and a in Rf [ ??? [ Rf ; and therefore, the radical of J isiy1 1 fygq1 f
Ž .equal to the x , . . . , x .1 fyg
Fix a prime ideal P in R with grade P F f y g y 1. Since
grade P - f y g q 1 s grade I w ,Ž .fyg
we know that some g = g minor of w is a unit in R . For the time being,P
we work over the ring R . There exists an isomorphism u : F “ F, ofP
X w xdeterminant 1, such that w (u is equal to w s . Lemma 4.4 showsI 0
that M is isomorphic to a complex MX, formed using wX. Lemma 4.5 showsP
that the homology of MX is isomorphic to the homology of a complex MY,
which is formed with g s 0. Proposition 2.16 shows that MY is the Koszul
complex which is associated to the ideal J s R. It follows that MY is split
exact; and therefore, M is also split exact. Now we return to the ring R.P
w xThe acyclicity lemma 4, Corollary 4.2 yields that M is a resolution. Also,
we know that
grade J F pd RrJ F f y g F grade J ,R
and the proof is complete.
LEMMA 4.4. Adopt Data 2.1. Let u : F “ F be an isomorphism of
X X Ž gq1 y1.Ž .determinant one. If w s w (u and b s H u b , then the com-gq1 gq1
Ž . X Ž X X.plexes M s M b , w and M s M b , w are isomorphic.gq1 gq1
Proof. Define Q: MX “ M by
Q g Ž i. m a s g Ž i. m Hjuy1U aŽ .Ž .Ž .1 j 1 j
q½ Q C m a s C m H u a .Ž . Ž .Ž .p q p q
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It is clear that Q is an isomorphism of modules. It is not difficult to show
that it is a map of complexes. The most interesting step involves showing
that
X n y1 n y11 rF C m H u a m ??? m H u aŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .p n n1 r
s F C m a m ??? m a .Ž .p n n1 r
This holds because
X n y1 nq2 y1t c m H u a s H u t c m a ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
and u has determinant 1.
LEMMA 4.5. Adopt Data 2.1. Suppose that w decomposes as
Xw 0 X Xw s : F s F [ Ra “ G s G [ Gc ,1 10 1
where FX and GX are free R-modules of rank f y 1 and g y 1, respecti¤ely. Let
b s bX n a q bX ,gq1 g 1 gq1
with bX g Hg FX and bX g Hgq1 FX, be the corresponding decomposition ofg gq1
Ž . X Ž X X.b . Then the complexes M s M b , w and M s M b , w ha¤e thegq1 gq1 g
same homology.
Proof. Let FXU [ Ra and GXU [ Rg be the corresponding decompo-1 1
sitions of FU and GU , respectively. It follows that
XUw 0 XU XUU U Uw s : G s G [ Rg “ F s F [ Ra .1 10 1
Write v s v X n a , v s v X n c , v U s a n v XU , and v U s g nF F 1 G G 1 F 1 F G 1
X Ž gy1 XU .Ž . X X Ž X .XU XUv . Let b s H w v and b s b b . Observe thatG gy1 G 1 gy1 g
b s a n b X and b s ybX .g 1 gy1 1 1
Let A be the sum of all modules from M of the form
D GXU g Žk . m Hj FXU n a l , with 1 F k or 1 s l.i 1 1
Ž .Observe that d A : A. It follows that A is a complex with differential
given by the restriction of d to A. Consider the map s: A “ A, given by
¡ XŽ i. Žk . Xs g g m a s 0ž /1 1 j~
XŽ i. X XŽ i. XŽk . Žkq1.¢s g g m a n a s g g m a .ž /1 1 1 j 1 1 j
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It is easy to see that ds q sd s id ; and therefore, A is a split exactA
Ž .complex. At this point we know that MrA is a complex with H MrAi
Ž .isomorphic to H M for all i.i
We next show that the map r : MX “ MrA, which is given by
iq jXŽ i. X XŽ i. X¡r g m a s y1 g m aŽ .ž /1 j 1 j~
pqqq1X X X X¢r C m a s y1 C m a ,Ž .Ž .p q p q
is a map of complexes. The only complicated step in this calculation
involves showing that
pqqq1 X X X X Xy1 C C m a m m s rC C m a m mŽ . Ž . Ž .p , q , i , j p q p , q , i , j p q
in D GXU m Hj FXU , when CX m aX g S GX m Hq FX andi p q p
2 p q 2 i q j q q s 2 N y 1, p q q F N y 1, and i q j F N.
On the other hand, the above equation is equivalent to
iqpX X X X X X X X X
C C m a m C m a s y1 C C m a m C m aŽ .Ž . Ž .p , q , i , j p q i j p , q , i , j p q i j
X X X j X Ž X X .for C m a g S G m H F , and this equation holds because t c m a si j i 1 n
XŽ X X .yt c m a .1 n
Define B to be the cokernel of r. Notice that B consists of the modules
S GX ? c r m Hq FX n a l , with 1 F r or 1 s l.p 1 1
Ž X r X l .The differential on B is given by d C ? c m a n a is equal top 1 q 1
¡ X r X lC ? c m b n a n ap 1 1 q 1
q $
kq1 X Xw k x X Xw1x Xw k x Xw q xr l~q y1 w a ? C ? c m a n ??? n a n ??? n a n aŽ . Ž .Ý 1 p 1 1 1 1 1
ks1
q X Xrq1¢qd y1 C ? c m a ,Ž .l1 p 1 q
where aX s aXw1x n ??? n aXw q x. Consider the map s : B “ B, which is givenq 1 1
by
s CX ? c r m aX n a s 0Ž .p 1 q 1
X X X Xr ry1½ s C ? c m a s C ? c m a n a .Ž .p 1 q p 1 1 q
There is no difficulty in showing that s( d q d( s s id . Thus, B is splitB
exact and the short exact sequence of complexes
rX 60 “ M MrA “ B “ 0
shows that the proof is complete.
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We conclude this section by recording a few consequences of the fact
that J is a perfect ideal. First, we estimate the size of the singular locus of
RrJ in the generic situation.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.6. Adopt Data 4.2, with f y g y 2 ! a unit in R . If P is0
Ž .a prime ideal of R with depth R F f y g q 3, then RrJ is a localizationP P
of a polynomial ring o¤er R .0
Proof. The hypothesis on depth R ensures that some g y 1 = g y 1P
minor of w is not an element of P. For notational convenience, we assume
that d f P, where d is the determinant of the lower left hand g y 1 =
g y 1 submatrix of w. Let u : F “ F and u : G “ G be isomorphisms1 2
so that
X0 w
u (w (u s .2 1 I 0
ŽŽ gq1 y1.Ž . .It is easy to see that the ideal J H u b , u (w (u is equal to J.1 gq1 1
X wŽ gq1 y1.Ž .x 2 Ž .Let b be the element f H u b of H [ Rf . Lemma2 w gy1x 1 gq1 kg F k
Ž X X.4.5 shows that J is equal to J b , w . Let R be the polynomial ring which2 1
is obtained by the adjoining complement of
< <x g F k F f j ¤ g F p - q F f , 4  41k w gy1x , p , q
 4  4in x j ¤ , to R . A careful analysis of the matrix u shows that u isi j I 0 1 1
Ž . X Xan invertible map over R , the coefficients of w and b are alge-1 d 2
Ž .braically independent over R , and R is equal to the polynomial ring1 d d
X X Ž .obtained by adjoining the coefficients of w and b to R . The ideal2 1 d
Ž XŽN ..I b in R is generated by the maximal order pfaffians of a generic1 2 d
Ž X. Ž XŽN ..alternating matrix of odd size. It follows that I w q I b has grade1 1 2
f y g q 4 in R ; therefore, the hypothesis on depth R ensures thatd P
Ž X. Ž XŽN ..I w q I b is not contained in PR . We have successfully reduced to1 1 2 d
the case g s 1, where the result is both well known and easy to prove.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.7. Adopt Data 4.2, with f y g y 2 ! a unit in R . Let0
R s RrJ.
Ž .a If R is a domain, then so is R.0
Ž .b Let k be an integer with k F 3.
Ž . Ž .i If R satisfies the Serre condition S , then so does R.0 kq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If R satisfies the Serre conditions R and S , then so0 k kq1
does R.
In particular, if the ring R is reduced, then so is R; if the ring R is normal,0 0
then so is R.
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Proof. This result follows from Proposition 4.6 by way of a standard
w x Ž . w x wargument. See 3, Theorem 2.10 for a and 11, Theorem 9.4 or 10,
x Ž .Corollary 5.4 for b .
Finally, we describe the canonical module of RrJ.
COROLLARY 4.8. Adopt Data 2.1 with J a proper ideal of R, 4 F f y g F
Ž . ggrade J, and f y g y 2 ! a unit in R. Fix an element a in H F. Let L beg
the ideal
<Ut C n a v C g S G , b a , JŽ . Ž . Ž . 4ž /N g F N N g g
L s
J
fygŽ .of RrJ. Then there exists an RrJ-module surjection l: Ext RrJ, R ‚ L.R
Furthermore, if 1 F grade L, then l is an isomorphism.
Ž . fygŽ .Remarks. a if R is a Gorenstein ring, then Ext RrJ, R is theR
canonical module of RrJ.
Ž .b In the generic situation of Data 4.2, the hypothesis 1 F grade L
Ž .does not hold because the ideal I w has positive grade in RrJ andg
Ž .b a can be taken to be a g = g minor of w.g g
Ž .c If 2 s f y g, then the canonical module of RrJ is already well
understood.
fygŽ . UProof. Let K denote Ext RrJ, R . Theorem 4.3 ensures that M isR
Ž .a resolution of K. Use the hypotheses about f y g y 2 ! and f y g to see
that K is presented by
dU 6S G m F [ F S G [ R “ K “ 0,Ž .Ny1 N
where
C ? w aŽ .Ny1 1C m aNy1 1d s .a Uy t C n b n a v q b aŽ . Ž . Ž .1 Ny1 gq1 1 F 1 1
Consider the map l : S G [ R “ R, which is given byN
Ul C s t C n a v and l 1 s b a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N g F g g
Ž Ž .. ŽThe calculations of Section 3 show that t w a s a n b q b b n1 1 1 g gq1
.a and1 ¡t C n b a n aŽ . Ž .Ny1 g gq2 g
yt C n a n b aŽ . Ž .Ny1 gq2 g g
$~0 s w1x w l xq b n t c n ??? n t c n ???Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 1
l
w Ny1x w l x¢nt c n t c m a n a ,Ž . Ž .1 1 gq2 g
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w1x w Ny1x Žfor C s c ??? c . Use Corollaries 3.8 and 3.7 and the idea belowNy1
Ž . .3.5 . It follows that the image of l ( d is in J, and therefore, l induces
the desired RrJ-module surjection l: K ‚ L. The last assertion is obvious
because K is a torsion-free RrJ-module of rank one.
5. FURTHER QUESTIONS
There are at least three promising directions for further study.
Ž .1 We hope that the resolution M is able to shed light on the case
when f y g is odd. In particular, we want to know the extra generators of
J unm q J. The case g s 1 provides encouragement for this hope. We have
seen that when g s 1 and f is odd, then J is a Huneke]Ulrich almost
complete intersection ideal. On the other hand, when g s 1 and f is even,
then J unm is generated by J together with the pfaffian bŽ2.. In other words,2
J unm is a Huneke]Ulrich deviation two Gorenstein ideal. Furthermore,
w xthe resolution of a Huneke]Ulrich almost complete intersection 9 is very
w xsimilar to the resolution of a Huneke]Ulrich Gorenstein ideal 8, 14, 7 .
Ž w x .The similarity is best exhibited in 8 .
Ž .2 A great deal is already known about the Rees algebra of an ideal.
Ž w x .See, for example, 15 , especially its extensive bibliography. In the present
paper, we resolve the Rees algebra of certain projective dimension two
modules. We hope to use the insights we have gained to learn more about
the Rees algebra of modules.
Ž .3 We are hopeful that the complex M may be modified in such a
Ž .way that the hypothesis `` f y g y 2 ! is a unit in R'' may be removed from
Theorem 4.3. No modification is needed when f y g s 2; see Example 2.9.
The next result shows the flavor of the desired result.
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Adopt Data 2.1 with f s g q 4. Let M, d be the com-
Ž X X.plex of Example 2.10 and let M , d be the sequence of maps and modules
with MX s M and dX is equal to d , excepti i i i
Ua n b vŽ .1 gq1 F0 0X Xd s p c m , d s , andyp maŽ .0 Ž .2 1 3 1a1c1 w aŽ .1
yp mŽ .0Xd s .4 b1 1
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Then there exists a map p: G m F “ R such that
Ž . X1 M is a complex,
Ž . X Ž2 M is exact whene¤er 4 F grade J the commutati¤e noetherian ring
.R is arbitrary , and
Ž . X3 if 2 is a unit in R, then M and M are isomorphic.
Proof. The key step in this argument is that we prove that there exists a
map p: G m F “ R and an element j g D GU such that2
P c m a s 2 p c m a q j c ? w a , 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .for all c m a g G m F. For the time being, let us assume that 5.2 holds.1 1
Let t : M “ MX be given by t s id, t s id,0 1
0a a 0 0 02 2
c jŽ .g gt s , t s , t s ,0 11 10 02 2 2
c1 2c0 0 0 0 1
1 yj1 0
t s and t s .3 40 2 0 2
It is easy to verify that t is a homomorphism of complexes, and it is clear
that t is an isomorphism whenever 1r2 g R. The rest of this paragraph is
Ž .devoted to establishing assertion 2 . Exactly as in the proof of Theorem
4.3, it suffices to prove that MX is acyclic when the data is generic, in the
sense of Data 4.2, with R s Z. We are not interested in establishing0
analogues of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 for MX. Instead, we use the long exact
sequence of homology which is associated to the short exact sequence of
complexes,
t X60 “ M M “ N “ 0,
where N, which is defined to be coker t , is
n n n n4 3 2 16 6 6 60 “ R F G 0 0,
Ž . Ž . Ž .with n 1 s b and n a s w a . We take to mean modulo 2. ByŽ .4 1 3 1 1
the acyclicity lemma, it suffices to show that MX is acyclic, whenever d is ad
Žg = g minor of w. Fix such a d , localize at d , and change notation. That
.is, write R in place of R , M in place of M , N in place of N , etc. Pick ad d d
w x 4basis for F so that w s I 0 . It follows that b s Ý r f for some1 is1 i gqi
r g R. It also follows that r , r , r , r is a regular sequence which gener-i 1 2 3 4
ates J. Let FX s [4 Rf . We know, from Proposition 2.16, thatgq iis1
0 if i s 1, 3, or 4¡
X3~ b H FŽ .1H M ’Ž .i if i s 2.X3¢2b H FŽ .1
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Ž . Ž 3 X. Ž 3 X .Furthermore, the isomorphism s : H M “ b H F r2b H F is in-2 1 1




XU2to H p a , where p : F “ F is the projection which annihilatesŽ .Ž . 2
[g Rf . On the other hand, the map n is a surjection, so we see thati 3is1
0 if i s 1, 2 or 4¡
XF~H N sŽ .i if i s 3.X¢2 F q Rb1
Ž . Ž .The connecting homomorphism › : H N “ H M carries a g N , with3 2 1 3
a g FX, to the class of1
Ua n b vŽ .1 gq1 F
g1
c1
Ž . Uin H M , for some g g G and some c g G. Thus,2 1 1
XU XUw x w xs (› a s " a n b v s "b a v .Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 F 1 1 F
Ž . Ž . XIt follows that › : H N “ H M is an isomorphism, and M is exact.3 2
Return to the original notation. The rest of the proof is devoted to
Ž .establishing 5.2 . We use the basis convention of Convention 4.1. Let
j g D GU be the element2
gy1
U U Ugy2
Uy f n f n f n f H w g n g vŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ž .ž /l l w ly1x w ly1x i j G
i-j ls1
U U
U= b n b v ? g g ,Ž .Ž .gq1 gq1 F i j
Ž . 3 Ž .and p: G m F “ R be the map p c m a s Ý p c m a , where1 1 is1 i 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .p c m a , p c m a , and p c m a are equal to1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1
Ž .2U Ugy1




Uy f n f n f H w c v ? f aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý k I w ly1x 1 G k 1
ls1 k < <I sgyly1~
U U U? f n f n f n f n f n f n f bŽ . Ž .l k I w ly1x l w ly1x 1 gq1





Uf n f n f n f H w g n g vŽ .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ž .ž /l l w ly1x w ly1x i j G
j-i ls1~
U= b n b vŽ .Ž .gq1 gq1 F
U U¢?g c ? g w a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 j 1
Ž  4respectively. In the sum for p , I varies over all subsets of 1, . . . , f with1
. Ž U U .Ž X .g y 1 elements. The interplay between the symmetric object g g c ci j 1 1
and the alternating object g n g yieldsi j
gU gU c cX ? g n gŽ . Ž .Ý i j 1 1 i j
i-j
s c n cX y 2 gU c ? gU c ? gU cX ? g n g ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 i 1 i 1 j 1 i j
j-i




Uy f n f n f n f H w c n w a vŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ž .l l w ly1x w ly1x 1 1 G
ls1
U= b n b v .Ž .Ž .gq1 gq1 F
Ž .Apply Proposition 1.1 d to see that
gy1
U U Ugy1
UT s f n f n f n f n a H w c vŽ .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .1 l l w ly1x w ly1x 1 1 G
ls1
U= b n b v .Ž .Ž .gq1 gq1 F
Ž . w Ž . ŽLemmas 5.3 and 5.4 now yield P c m a y T s 2 p c m a q p c m1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
.xa .1
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Adopt Data 2.1 with f s g q 4. Then a b n a ngy1 gq1 1
b is equal togq1
Ž .2U¡2 f a ? a n f n f bŽ . Ž .Ý I gy1 1 I I gq1
< <I sgy1~
U U Uq f n f a ? f a ? f n f n f b n b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý I k gy1 k 1 k k I gq1 gq1¢ k < <I sgy2
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< <Proof. First we fix k and I, with I s g y 1. Consider
Ž .2U UT s f n f b n b , T s 2 f n f n f b ,Ž . Ž .1 k I gq1 gq1 2 k I I gq1
and
T s f n f U n f f U b n b .Ž .Ž . Ž .3 k k k I gq1 gq1
Observe that T s T q T . Indeed, if k g I, then T s 0 and T is1 2 3 2 3
obviously equal to T . If k f I, then T s 0 and, since T and T are both1 3 1 2
in Hf F, it suffices to notice that the equality holds after applying f U. NowI
U Ž . Ž .we allow k and I to vary. Apply Ý Ý f a ? f a to both sidesk < I <sgy1 k 1 I gy1
of T s T q T . The proof is complete because1 2 3
f m f U n f f U s f n f m f U n f U .Ž .Ý ÝI k k I I k k I
< < < <I sgy1 I sgy2
LEMMA 5.4. Adopt Data 2.1 with f s g q 4. Then the sum
¡ U U Uf n f a ? f a ? f n f n f b n bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý I k gy1 k 1 k k I gq1 gq1
k < <I sgy2
gy1
U Uy f n f n f n f n a a b n bŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l l w ly1x w ly1x 1 gy1 gq1 gq1
ls1~ gy1
Uq2 f n f n f a ? f aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý k I w ly1x gy1 k 1
ls1 k < <I sgyly1
U U U?f n f n f n f n f n f n f bŽ . Ž .l k I w ly1x l w ly1x I gq1
U U U¢n f n f n f bŽ . Ž .k w ly1x I gq1
is equal to zero.
< <Proof. First we fix k, l, and J with k, l f J and J s g y 2. Observe
that
¡ U Uf n f n f b n bŽ . Ž .k k J gq1 gq1
U U~yf n f n f b n bŽ . Ž .0 s l l J gq1 gq1
g U U U U¢q2 y1 f n f n f n f n f b n f n f b .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l k J l J gq1 k J gq1
5.5Ž .
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Indeed, the assertion is obvious if k s l. If k / l, then it suffices to prove
equality after applying f U n f U n f U. This calculation is long, but straight-J k l
forward.
Now we turn to the identity from the statement of the lemma. Each
w x Xindex set I from the first sum has the form I s l y 1 j I , where
< X < XI s g y l y 1 and l f I , for some l. It follows that the first sum is equal
to
gy1
Uf n f n f a ? f aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý I w ly1x k gy1 k 1
ls1 k < <I sgyly1
lfI
? f n f U n f U n f U b n b .Ž . Ž .k k w ly1x I gq1 gq1
Ž .Ž .Expand f n a a and a in terms of the bases to see that thew ly1x 1 gy1 1
second sum is equal to
gy1
Uy f n f n f a ? f aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý I w ly1x k gy1 k 1
ls1 k < <I sgyly1
? f n f U n f U n f U b n b .Ž . Ž .l l w ly1x I gq1 gq1
Ž .Apply 5.5 to complete the proof.
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